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Busy Season Yoga Program 
Relieves Stress  

 More and more CPA firms are experiencing the benefits of workplace 

wellness programs. Read today's Yoga Keeps Indiana CPA Firm Fit, 

Flexible, Focused article about Somerset CPAs' yoga program that's 

offered to employees during busy season. Continuing education 

blogger Sue Anderson has a few helpful tips on how to advance your 

career. And the American Institute of CPA's Project Innovation: 

Start Here, Go Places. Competition of Creative Excellence winners 

have been announced. The winning team from Batavia High School in 

Batavia, Illinois, came up with an impressive idea!  
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 Yoga Keeps Indiana CPA Firm Fit, Flexible, 
Focused  

 

  

Somerset CPAs offers the firm's 150 employees the chance to 

untether themselves from their desks twice a month during tax 

season to participate in a forty-five-minute yoga session led by a 

registered yoga therapist hired by the firm.  

 

  
   

   

 

 Steps to Success  

 

  

The economy is slowly but surely making its way toward recovery, 

so now is the time to plan for the next step in your career. Blogger 

Sue Anderson offers four tips that will help you along the road to 

success.  

 

  
   

   

 

 Students Score Prime Time Win in AICPA 
Competition  

 

  

A team of high school students in Illinois recently came up with a 

new idea for a prime-time TV drama based on forensic accounting 

that earned them first place in the AICPA's Project Innovation: Start 

Here, Go Places. Competition of Creative Excellence.  

 

  
   

    

 
 

 
 

 CPA Thomas "Tim" Rennie of Ligonier, Pennsylvania, talks 

with AccountingWEB about this year's tax-filing season and 

how he handles procrastinating clients.  

   
 

 Boomer Consulting COO Sandra Wiley shares nine ways 

to ensure you leave a lasting and good impression.  

   
 

 INCPAS Leadership and Outreach Manager and 2013 

Inspire Awards winner Ali Paul talks with AccountingWEB 

about the INCPAS Scholars program for minority high school 

students.  

  

   

 

 

 Today's workplace 

fitness exercise works 

the triceps muscles. 

Read more  

 

Put together your own 

office fitness routine by 

reviewing the exercises 

in our Workplace 

Fitness Library. 

Visit library  
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